
PACESETTERS RELEASE INITIAL PROGRAM DATA 

2020 state-wide expansion and inaugural data collection, the program championed inclusivity within

procurement, urging buyers to partner with vibrant businesses of color. We can see in the baseline

numbers that we, as a business community, still have more important work to do. With strategic

changes to procurement practices that are provided in this brief, CEOs and leaders in Finance, DEI,

and Procurement can take effective action, updating procurement methods to champion inclusivity

and exceed supplier diversity goals.

The Chamber virtually convened Pacesetters and diverse businesses to discuss best practices and

opportunities for spend. We hosted 13 free “Doing Business” events with more than 750 businesses

of color in attendance, which allowed buyers to increase transparency regarding their procurement

practices, opportunities, and RFPs. To further advance equity, Pacesetter procurement officers

attended a “Bias within Procurement” training to effectively challenge and change their daily

practices. 

The entire business community has a role to play in creating long-lasting equity, and Pacesetters can

be a transformative program, infusing inclusive, best practices into the world of procurement. As we

move forward together, we must demonstrate commitment with meaningful action. The most recent

racial reckoning as well as the pandemic must continue to push us towards action and change.

 

James E. Rooney
President and CEO

Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce 



2020 PACESETTERS DATA

In 2020, Pacesetters spent 2.2% locally, 3.5% statewide, and 5.6% nationally with MBEs. This is the first set of

data since the program's 2020 statewide expansion and will serve as the baseline for future years, helping

the cohort set goals. 

DATA NOTES

The Pacesetters contributing to the data collection include 37 buyers from a range of industries and

large and medium size companies. The small number of Pacesetters and the variation in company size

creates challenges for data analysis. While we can calculate a percentage of total spend with MBEs, it

should be noted that this number reflects the aggregate percent spend with MBEs. All data was

collected through an anonymous survey, and the Chamber does not perform analysis on individual

company performance.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Pacesetters noted a significant shift in spending requirements and

procurement goals. Pacesetters reported that calendar year 2020 required offices to close and work

from home to be enforced, which required some companies to cut or freeze spending.

      As the economy reopens in 2021, this may impact spending with MBEs. 
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BEST PRACTICES FOR ADVANCING EQUITY
& SUPPLIER DIVERSITY IN PROCUREMENT

Procurement Contract Review Process 
For every upcoming, available contract, at least one business of color should be considered in the procurement review

process. If a diverse business is not selected, a valid business reason needs to be presented to the Chief Financial

Officer for review.  

  

Cast a Wider, More Inclusive Net 
Increase the inclusion of potential vendors by reviewing and changing bidding and contract policies, including

payment terms and insurance requirements. Extended payment timelines and high insurance requirements are

prohibitive to the operations of smaller companies.  

  

Social Capital and Business Relationships 
Successful social capital and championing of businesses of color can be transformative. By strengthening business

relationships, mentoring, and providing transparent feedback to diverse companies, present and future partnerships

with MBEs will benefit.  

  

The Power of Tier II Opportunities 
Many corporations are finding success in requiring their Tier I suppliers to partner with diverse businesses for Tier II

opportunities. By working with suppliers in advance to set business expectations, many transactions can become

exponentially beneficial to businesses of color.  

  
Incentivize Procurement Staff to Spend with Businesses of Color  
Through CEO leadership, performance reviews, and tracking data, procurement staff should be consistently evaluated

by their successful partnerships with businesses of color. This can be implemented across departments in an

institution: various departments can also be incentivized to spend with businesses of color.  

 

Multi-year and Multi-million Dollar Contracts Should be Divided to Increase New Partnerships  
The cyclical, procurement process can have increased opportunity by dividing multi-year and multi-million-dollar

opportunities to allow for more partnerships with diverse businesses.  

 

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Plans 
For projects that require a bid submission, the project should require diversity and inclusion plans that will evaluated

with design, financial, and other criteria. This approach, known as the Massport model, encourages and incentives the

purposeful advancement of diversity and inclusion, including measurable outcomes and substantial involvement of

diverse business partners.

Every buyer should ensure that their internal supplier diversity program is weaved into company-wide diversity,

equity, and inclusion goals. The Chief DEI officer, Chief Procurement officer, and Chief Finance officer

can effectively strategize together to meet and exceed the company’s DEI goals.



PACESETTERS AND SIGNATORIES

BUSINESS ASSOCIATION PARTNERS


